
Swarovski & Preciosa Crystal 
Heart Bead Weaving

Step 2
String a seed bead and a pearl onto each strand.  Pass both threads 
diagonally through a crystal monte. String a pearl and a seed bead 
onto each strand.  String a single pearl onto one strand then pass the 
needle of the other strand through it in the opposite direction. This 
pearl gives you a cross over point for the strands, securing the design.

Step 3
Repeat step 2, six more times. 

To Create:

Materials:
Swarovski Crystal Chaton Montee 4mm 
Swarovski Crystal Button Heart 
Pearl Beads Round 4mm
Nymo Beading Thread
10g Preciosa size 10 round seed beads
10g Twin Hole seed beads

Tools: 
2 beading needles
Sharp pair of scissors
Ruler
Beading Mat   
Strong glue 

Step 1
Cut a 150cm of beading thread. Thread each end onto a needle.  String 
24 seed beads.  Slide them along to the middle of the thread and tie 
into a loop.  Pass both strands through a single seed bead.  Add a single 
seed bead to each strand then add a double-holed duo bead.  Add four 
more duo beads with seed beads between.



Step 4
Repeat once more but omit the last crossing pearl.  String a seed bead 
onto each strand then add five duo beads with seed beads between 
each. If you wish to extend the length of the bracelet, you can add 
more duos.

Step 5
String three seed beads onto one strand then pass the needle of the 
other strand through the same beads in the opposite direction.

Step 7
Pull the thread to tighten the beads down to the strap.  The photo-
graph shows the heart in place from the side.  Knot the strand into 
place.  Add dabs of glue to both knots then weave the tails along the 
strap a little way, this will reinforce the strap and button.  Trim off the 
excess threads and allow to dry completely

Step 6
Pass both strands back along the strap.  Knot one strand into place. 
Take the other strand and string a duo bead.  Pass the needle through 
the crystal heart from the back and add three seed beads. Pass the 
thread down through the crystal heart and the remaining hole on the 
duo bead.  

 Visit our Design Centre on our site for detailed tutorials: www.beadsdirect.co.uk


